ABSTRACT: In Norway, the number of people off-piste skiing in the backcountry is continuously increasing. This is also the case in Sogndal, a small village in Western Norway. On Saturday 31/01/2015, several avalanches occurred in a well-known and popular area. The regional avalanche danger on this day was level 3 and the avalanche problem was a persistent weak layer of buried surface hoar above 1000 m elevation. The aim of this study is to identify how these avalanches affected skiers’ perception of touring in avalanche terrain. This study is based on quantitative data, carried out using the software program Murvey. 206 novice to expert skiers participated (42% women and 58% men, from 15 years old and above). The data was collected four days after the avalanches occurred. The results showed that 67% of the skiers rated the terrain where the avalanches occurred as simple or challenging, according to the Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale (ATES). When analyzing this terrain using the ATES, it is clear that this terrain is classified as complex. Further, 53% knew about the avalanche problem this day, whereas 37% did not know. Despite this, 75% currently use the avalanche forecast when generally planning a trip and 63% were more or less surprised about the occurring avalanches. Findings in this study indicate that we should pay greater attention to the terrain and the avalanche problem(s) when planning a trip.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Saturday 31st January 2015 in Sogndal, several avalanches occurred, both naturally triggered and human triggered. The snowpack contained a deep buried persistent weak layer (0.8—1.2 m) of surface hoar in all exposures above 1000 m elevation. The regional avalanche danger was level 3, and the snowpack construction made it possible for skiers to propagate avalanches. By triggering avalanches in these conditions, big avalanches were expected (size 3) (Varsom, 2015).

The number of skiers in potential avalanche terrain is increasing in Sogndal. Local residents, students and tourists are ski touring in the winter, and the number of skiers has increased during the past decade.

Because of the mild climate in Sogndal, snow conditions often create a stable snowpack. As of 31st January 2015 there have not been any fatal avalanche incidents in the region.

There are three aims of this study. Firstly, to determine skiers’ awareness of the terrain, secondly, to gather information about skiers’ perceptions of the snowpack, and thirdly to study how skiers could be influenced by the fact that they are skiing in familiar terrain. Based on this specific day of several large avalanches, we aimed for skiers’ reflections concerning these three parts.

2. DESCRIPTION

According to Fredston and Fesler (2011), in addition of the presence of people, there are three environmental factors that contribute to avalanche risk; 1) terrain, 2) weather and 3) snowpack. Of these three environmental avalanche risk factors, the terrain component is the easiest to evaluate (Tremper, 2008; Fredston & Fesler, 2011). In this study, we will focus on terrain, snowpack and human factor familiarity.
2.1 Terrain classification

Statham, McMahon & Tomm (2006) describes terrain awareness in Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale (ATES). They divide the terrain in three classes; 1) Simple, 2) Challenging and 3) Complex. Which terrain class you are skiing in is dependent on different terrain factors. Highlighted descriptors in italics automatically default into that or a higher terrain class. Non-italicized descriptors must be considered in combination with the other factors, and will not trigger a default alone (fig.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope Angle</th>
<th>1 - Simple</th>
<th>2 - Challenging</th>
<th>3 - Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope Shape</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Some convexes</td>
<td>Convexured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Density</td>
<td>Primarily tree with some broad openings</td>
<td>Mixed trees and open terrain</td>
<td>Large expanses of open terrain, isolated trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrain Traps</td>
<td>Intermittent, some creek slip, to cutbacks</td>
<td>Some depressions, gullies and/or overhead avalanche</td>
<td>Many depressions, gullies, cliffs, isolated areas above gullies, cornices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalanche Frequency (events/years)</td>
<td>1:50 vs size 2</td>
<td>1:50 vs size 2</td>
<td>1:10 vs size 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Zone Density</td>
<td>Limited open terrain</td>
<td>Some open terrain, isolated avalanche paths leading to valley bottom</td>
<td>Large expanses of open terrain, multiple avalanche paths leading to valley bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runout Zone Characteristics</td>
<td>Stable, well defined area, smooth transitions, spread deposits</td>
<td>Some transitions and depressions with deep deposits</td>
<td>Multiple converging runout zones, confined exposure area, steep tracks arcuate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with Avalanche Paths</td>
<td>Runout zone only</td>
<td>Single path or paths with spread deposits</td>
<td>Nervous and overrunning paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Options</td>
<td>Numerous, terrain along multiple choices</td>
<td>Many options of choice of warning exposure, options to avoid avalanche paths</td>
<td>Limited chances to reduce exposure avoidance not possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Time</td>
<td>None, or limited exposure ranging runs only</td>
<td>Isolated exposure to start zones and tracks</td>
<td>Frequent exposure to start zones and tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciation</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Generally smooth with isolated bands of crevasses</td>
<td>Broken or steep sections of crevasses, isolated or serac exposure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale (ATES) (Statham et al., 2006).

2.2 Snowpack

According to McCommon & Schweizer (2002) and Krunthaler, Mitterer, Zenke & Lehning (2013) several factors in the snowpack have to be considered to predict an avalanche.

1) Depth of the failure plan; Studies by Föhn (1987), Jamieson (1995) and Schweizer & Camponovo (2001) showed that skier forces dissipate rapidly below about 50 – 80 cm.

2) Week layer thickness; unfortunately there does not exist a standard of what “thin” means, but according to McCommon & Schweizer (2002) 65% of the Swiss avalanche accidents, the weak layer was less than 2 cm.

3) Hardness transition; reported from Swiss accidents hardness transitions across fracture planes had a median value of 1.5 hand hardness steps (Schweitzer & Lütschg, 2001).

4) Grain type; depth hoar and surface hoar are the most common grain type in the weak layer (McCammon & Schweizer, 2002).

5) Grain size; a study by Schweizer & Jamieson (2001) indicate grain size above 1.25 mm propagate more easily than smaller grains.

Fig. 2: Snowpack stability. Translated modell (Müller, Landrø, Haslestad, Dahlstrup & Engeset, 2014).

2.3 The human factor familiarity

Familiarity, which is one out of six heuristics described by McCammon (2002) that may bias our decisions in avalanche terrain, relies on our past actions to guide our behavior in familiar settings. Most of the time the familiarity heuristic is reliable. However, when hazards change, but the setting remains familiar, the rule of thumb can become a trap. According to McCammon (2004) advanced training groups often fall into this heuristic.

3. METHOD

This case study is based on skiers’ experiences and thoughts shortly after a day with several avalanches. Data is collected from an online survey.

Four days after the avalanches occurred, The Sogn og Fjordane University College, The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate and the ski festival Bratt Moro organized an ad hoc avalanche seminar. The aim for this seminar was to present and discuss the resent avalanches, what conditions that had created the weak snowpack and the experience from some skiers that triggered avalanches on 31st January 2015.
3.1 Online survey dataset

The results are based on quantitative data, obtained from a smartphone survey carried out using the Murvey software (Murvey, 2015). The first part of the survey included questions about age, ski touring- and avalanche skills and specific avalanche education. The rest of the survey contained questions about terrain, snowpack, trip planning, and human factors. The questions were asked using 5-point Likert scales with proposed factors (Likert, 1932).

The participants at the seminar were informed about the aim of the survey and confirmed participating by undertaking the survey. The online survey was open for participation for a total of three hours.

3.2 Selection

315 skiers joined the seminar. 206 (65%) skiers participated in the survey, of who 42% were women and 58% where men. All participants were from the age of 15 years old and above. The level of experiences were from novices to experts. 20% of the participants were skiing up to 15 days a winter, 29% 16-30 days a winter, 26% 31-45 days a winter and 25% more than 60 days a winter. Concerning to formal avalanche training, about 17% had no avalanche training, 45% had basic avalanche training (3 days), 23% had more than basic avalanche training, 10% considered themselves as experienced and 5% were professionals like mountain guides, avalanche trainers and forecasters.

3.3 Analyses

The results are reported frequency distributions.

4. RESULTS

4.1 How do skiers understand awareness of the terrain?

9% considered the terrain as simple, 57% considered the terrain as challenging, and 33% considered the terrain as complex (1% did not answer the question). However, according to the ATES, the terrain is clearly complex.

4.2 How do skiers understand the snowpack and the avalanche problem in the forecast?

Obvious clues as hollow sounds were observed by 5%. Collapsing or cracking in the snowpack were observed by 8%. 31% observed no signs of instability. Avalanche activity in the area was observed by 14%. Wind loading and signs of wind activity were observed by 42%.

75% are using the avalanche forecast when planning a trip. 53% were aware of the avalanche condition mentioned in the avalanche forecast. 47% were not aware of the avalanche condition mentioned in the avalanche forecast.

4.3 How the heuristic familiarity affect skiers in avalanche terrain?

Despite results in the avalanche forecast considering snowpack and avalanche problem, 63% of the participants in the survey were surprised in varied degrees of the avalanches occurring that day. 37.3% were not surprised.

When we asked for skiers' attitude to trip planning and ski touring after this day, as many as 65% were more concerned to make decisions in avalanche terrain.

5. DISCUSSION

Decision-making in potentially hazardous outdoor settings, such as avalanche terrain, is difficult, because situational attributes do not always distinguish which factors act in combinations to release an avalanche. When environmental information is complex and incomplete, relevant information may not be apparent. This makes sound judgement difficult (Hogarth, 2001; Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Klein, 2009; Shanteau, 1992).
5.1 Terrain classification

In this study, we found that skiers assume that terrain is more simple than it actually is. A clear understanding of the terrain we travel is important. According to Fredston and Fesler (2011), terrain evaluation skills provide the most secure basis for decision making in avalanche terrain, and provide the best opportunity to base hazard evaluations on a solid foundation of facts, rather than on assumptions, feelings, guesses or fate. To make sound decisions in the field, classification of the terrain will be helpful.

By highlighting factors in the technical ATES (Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale) (Statham et al., 2006) in the trip planning process, awareness of the terrain will be clarified. ATES (Statham et al, 2006) classifies all of the variables that constitute terrain exposure; slope angel, slope shape, forest density, terrain traps, avalanche frequency (events: years), start zone density, runout zone characteristics, interaction with avalanche pats, route options, exposure time and glaciations (slope angle and exposure time carry more weight than others; figure 1). The sum of these factors classifies the terrain to the public communicate model (simple, challenging, complex). Results in this study indicate that skiers perceive well-known terrain as more simple than it actually is. By using ATES as a tool, awareness of the terrain and potential risk will be more clear.

5.2 Snowpack

According to Fredston and Fesler (2011), conditional factor snowpack is hardest to predict. Skiers can use avalanche forecast and their own expertise to get knowledge about snowpack conditions. But in addition to expertise and knowledge about snowpack complexity, the skier needs extensive deliberate practice, variation in the practice and reflection on these experiences (Tozer, Fazey & Fazey, 2007). In this study, skiers obtained few observations prior to the avalanche. This shows the complexity of considering snowpack, (depth of the failure plan, week layer thickness, hardness transition, grain type, grain size) especially when the week layer is deeply buried (Müller et al., 2014; Krunthaler et al., 2013; McCammon & Schweizer, 2002). It is hard to predict the deepness of the week layer because of terrain variations (fig. 2) (Müller et al., 2014). Therefore it is hard to know where to influence the week layer that could trigger an avalanche. Results in this study showed that when there is a persistent week layer in the snowpack, the skier needs to consider this when trip planning by choosing simple terrain to minimize the risk of triggering an avalanche.

5.3 The human factor familiarity

According to Tremper (2008), 83% of fatal avalanche accidents occurring are caused by heuristics. The heuristic familiarity is reliable most of the time (McCammon, 2004). Results in this study show that most skiers were surprised by the avalanches in the familiar terrain, at Blåfjell Mountain in Sogndal. When settings remains familiar, but hazards change, the rule of thumb can become a trap. According to McCammon (2004), skiers with the highest level of training expose themselves to significantly more hazard indicators in familiar terrain. This may explain why most skiers in this study, were surprised by the avalanches. Further results in this study also indicate that skiers are more concerned about trip planning after experiencing an avalanche. This is supported by Tremper (2008) who claims that those skiers who had experienced an avalanche turned out to have less faith in themselves and a lack of confidence in their own knowledge. This may explain why most participants in this study were more concerned about trip planning after the avalanches.

To avoid heuristics mentioned in 2.3 (McCammon, 2002), it could be useful to have clear guidelines in the group concerning; 1) trip planning, 2) travel technique, 3) physical state, 4) communication, 5) motivation, 6) decision making, 7) rescue readiness and 8) rescue ability (Uttl, Kisinger, McDouall, Mitchell & Uttl, 2010). Richardson (2011) also claim the importance of trip planning to avoid psychological discomfort, which can trigger a psychological stress response that leads to poor decision making. Solid trip planning minimizes uncertainty, and reduces stress and trouble.

6. CONCLUSION

The terrain component is the easiest to evaluate, as it is static and can be quite straightforward interpreted (Tremper, 2008; Fredston & Fesler, 2011). Our results indicate importance of terrain awareness during trip planning. This supports the argument for learning of terrain characteristics mentioned in ATES as the first step in avalanche education. With sufficient experience about the conditional factors, snowpack and weather in simple terrain, skiers can learn how to make sound decisions without fatal outcomes. Thus, we have to focus on how to avoid human heuristics, and integrate this in avalanche education.
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